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Microcavities constructed from materials with a second-order nonlinear coefficient have enabled efficient second-har-
monic (SH) generation at a low power level. However, it is still technically challenging to realize double resonance with
large nonlinear modal overlap in a microcavity. Here, we propose a design for a robust, tunable, and easy coupling dou-
ble-resonance SH generation based on the combination of a newly developed fiber-based Fabry–Perot microcavity and a
sandwich structure, whose numerical SH conversion efficiency is up to 3000% W−1. This proposal provides a feasible way to
construct ultra-efficient nonlinear devices for generation of classical and quantum light sources.
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1. Introduction

Cavity-enhanced second-order nonlinearities refer to nonlinear
interactions between light and materials when second-order
nonlinear processes (χ�2�) happen inside a cavity, which have
been widely used to generate wavelength-tunable laser sources
from violet to terahertz (THz) waves and high-quality quantum
entanglement sources[1-5]. With the availability of various low-
loss thin-film platforms ranging from CMOS-compatible silicon
nitride (SiN) and III–V compound semiconductor to emerging
aluminum nitride and lithium niobate (LN), optical microcav-
ities with different geometries have been minimized on chip
through advanced nanofabrication techniques. These microcav-
ities mainly include microrings or microdisks based on whisper-
ing gallery modes (WGMs), photonic crystal defect using
bandgap modes, and photonic crystal slabs with bound states
in the continuum (BIC), enabling long-time confinement of
light in a small volume to enhance χ�2� nonlinear processes,
especially for second-harmonic generation (SHG)[6-12]. In com-
parison to bulk cavities, small mode volume in microcavities
enables higher conversion efficiency at lower power levels owing
to a strong confinement of light, which is the unique advantage
of microcavities in nonlinear optics. The conversion efficiency
normalized to the pump power is commonly used as a criterion
to characterize the low-power-consumption SHG. To maximize
the SHG efficiency in a microcavity, it is required to

simultaneously achieve frequency matching and large nonlinear
modal overlap for the fundamental-harmonic (FH) and second-
harmonic (SH) waves[13,14].
Microring or microdisk cavities with large footprints are

widely used to implement multiply resonant χ�2� processes
due to their high Q-factors and abundant resonant modes[15-20].
The nonlinear modal overlap around the azimuth direction in
these cavities becomes a phase-matching condition because of
the traveling-wave property, which should be achieved through
modal phase matching or quasi-phase matching[21]. For in-
stance, periodically poled z-cut LN microrings based on quasi-
phase matching presented a record-high SHG efficiency of
250,000%W−1[22], while the modal phase matching, without
requirement of technically challenging domain engineering,
presented a relatively small SHG efficiency of 1500%W−1 owing
to much smaller nonlinear modal overlap[23]. However, the
mode volumes of WGM-based cavities are relatively large,
which limits the achievable SHG efficiency. Alternatively, pho-
tonic crystal defect cavities feature a high Q-factor and a wave-
length-scale mode volume to realize ultra-strong nonlinear light
and matter interaction, but it is difficult to simultaneously
design two octave-separating bandgap modes for doubly reso-
nant SHG[24]. This difficulty is also encountered by BIC-based
photonic slab cavities, although their single resonance has been
used[25,26]. Therefore, a combination of the bandgap mode and
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the BIC mode was proposed to realize doubly resonant SHG
with a conversion efficiency up to 2.4 × 10−2 W−1[27]. Even so,
geometrically sensitive frequency matching requires the intro-
duction of additional thermal or electrical tuning components,
making the practical fabrication process more compli-
cated[28-30].
Here, we turn to fiber-based open microcavities for designing

doubly resonant SHG, which could be easily constructed by a
concave mirror on an optical fiber tip facing a flat mirror with
a χ�2� material inside. Fiber-based open microcavities, featuring
a high Q-factor, a microscale mode volume, easy coupling with
optical fibers, and tunable resonance, have been used to study
optical sensing and cavity quantum electrodynamics[31-34]. By
introducing an LN thin film to provide parametric gain, a SiN
layer to tune frequency matching, and a silicon dioxide (SiO2)
layer to maximize the modal overlap, we comprehensively study
doubly resonant SHG for the microcavity. The numerical sim-
ulation results show that the SH conversion efficiency reaches up
to 3000%W−1 for a cavity length of 1.94 μm at the designed FH
wavelength of 1310 nm, while macroscopically modifying the
cavity length can adjust operation wavelength. The unique
large-range and flexible tunability along with easy combination
with thin-film platforms provides a practical way to construct
nonlinear microcavities with multiple resonances for realizing
highly efficient cavity-enhanced χ�2� processes.

2. Design of Fiber-Based FP Nonlinear Microcavity

As shown in Fig. 1, the fiber-based Fabry–Perot (FP) microcav-
ity is constructed by aligning a concave distributed Bragg reflec-
tor (DBR) mirror on the tip of a single-mode optical fiber and a
plane DBR mirror on a fused silica substrate. The DBR mirrors
are formed by alternating stacks of TiO2 and SiO2 layers, whose
reflection bandwidths and reflectivity for the FH and SH waves
are modulated by optimizing the stack pairs and periods. The

DBR mirror in our work has also been named a FASH mirror,
the abbreviated form of “fundamental and SH mirror”, to
present its feature of high reflectivity for both FH and SH waves,
which has been used to enhance SHG from two-dimensional
materials or nonlinear crystals[33,35,36]. The thicknesses of the
TiO2 and SiO2 layers are given by hTiO2

= �1 − α�λ=�2nTiO2
�

and hSiO2
= αλ=�2nSiO2

�, where α = 1
2π arccos�− 1

3� = 0.304 is
the optimal ratio for the FASH mirror[35]. The stack pairs on
the fiber tip (N top) are always less than that on the fused silica
substrate (Nbottom), ensuring the considerable optical field to be
in- and out-coupling via the optical fiber. For doubly resonant
SHG, it is crucial to ensure that the FH and SH wavelengths sat-
isfy the standing wave condition, expressed as

8>>><
>>>:

2πmFH= 2π
λFH

�nSiO2,FHHSiO2
�nSiN,FHHSiN�nLN,FHHLN�Lair�

�φtop,FH�φbottom,FH

2πmSH= 2π
λSH

�nSiO2,SHHSiO2
�nSiN,SHHSiN�nLN,SHHLN�Lair�

�φtop,SH�φbottom,SH

,

�1�
where n and H, whose first and second subscripts refer to the
corresponding materials and frequencies, represent the refrac-
tive index and thickness, respectively. The total cavity length
is given by L = LSiO2

� LSiN � LLN � Lair, where Lair is air-gap
length for the microcavity. φtop and φbottom are extra phase shifts
induced by the top FASH and bottom FASH mirrors, respec-
tively. λFH and λSH are the wavelengths, while mFH and mSH

are longitudinal mode numbers, for the resonant FH and SH
modes. Considering the resonant wavelength bandwidths, one
can use the figure of merit (FOM) to assess the frequencymatch-
ing, given by[37]

FOM =

���� λFH − 2λSH
λFH

����: (2)

The critical frequency-matching condition, i.e., λFH−2λSH=0
is satisfied when FOM = 0. A sandwich structure, consisting of
an additional SiO2 layer, the x-cut thin-film LN with the crystal
axis along the y axis, and SiN, is fixed on the plane FASHmirror
to comprehensively optimize the double resonance, frequency
matching, and nonlinear modal overlap, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. The FH beam is coupled into the microcavity from
the optical fiber through the concave FASH mirror and forms
a standing wave. Orienting its polarization along the crystal axis
of the LN, the cavity-enhanced FH field could efficiently excite
SH resonance by using the maximum second-order nonlinear
coefficient d33. The SiN layer above the LN assists realization
of critical frequency matching by compensating material
dispersion induced by the LN layer and concurrently maximizes
the nonlinear modal overlap in combination with the additional
SiO2 layer below the LN[38]. The microcavity can be considered
as a plane-concave FP cavity, where the beam waist is located at
the plane mirror and can be calculated using the formula of
ω0 = �λπ�2�LR�1=4. Here, L represents the total cavity length,
and R is the curvature radius of the concave mirror. It is evident

Fig. 1. Illustration of the fiber-based FP microcavity for doubly resonant SHG.
The right inset shows a zoomed-in view of the top DBR mirror on the tip of a
single-mode optical fiber. The left inset shows a zoomed-in view of the bottom
DBR mirror on a fused silica substrate.
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that increasing the cavity length or curvature radius will lead to a
largerω0, consequently increasing mode volume inside the non-
linear layer. It should be noted that when selecting the
cavity length and curvature radius, the coupling efficiency
between the microcavity and the optical fiber needs to be taken
into consideration. The possible experimental realization of the
sandwich structure is the following: the additional SiO2 layer
with a certain thickness is deposited during the preparation of
the FASH mirror; then, the commercially available x-cut LN
thin film on a silicon substrate is bonded onto the SiO2 layer;
after the silicon substrate is removed by grinding and wet etch-
ing, the SiN layer is deposited on the LN layer to finish the
structure[39].

3. Double-Resonance Optimization

In the following numerical simulation, the thicknesses of TiO2

and SiO2 layers for the FASHmirrors are set as hTiO2
= 215.0 nm

and hSiO2
= 136.4 nm, respectively, to achieve high reflectivity

for the FH wavelength centering at 1310 nm and the corre-
sponding SH wavelength. The single-mode fiber is 4.6 μm in
diameter, and the concave FASH mirror on its tip has a curva-
ture radius of R = 42 μm[40]. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present the
reflectivity depending on wavelengths for the two FASH
mirrors, which indicates reflection bandwidths for the FH wave-
length ranging from 1200 nm to 1450 nm and the SH wave-
length from 630 nm to 680 nm. Reflectivity is in excess of
95% around 1310 nm and 97% around 655 nm for seven pairs,
which reaches up to 99.998% and 99.999%, respectively, for
20 pairs. The parameters of LN are set to be d33 = 19.3 pm=V,
nLN,FH = 2.14, and nLN,SH = 2.20. The size for half a period of

the standing SH mode inside LN is approximately 140 nm,
which would be the ideal thickness of the LN layer if the peaks
of the FH and SH modes are precisely aligned. However, due to
the varying reflection phases of the FH and SH waves by the
FASH mirror, the peaks of FH and SH modes become mis-
aligned. To address this, we have chosen HLN = 100 nm to
achieve an effective nonlinear modal overlap. The SiN layer has
nSiN,FH = 2.19 and nLN,SH = 2.26. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the fre-
quency matching for λFH = 1310 nm according to Eq. (1) is sat-
isfied for HSiN = 500 nm. The additional SiO2 layer is chosen to
be HSiO2

= 380 nm for keeping both peaks of the FH and SH
modes in the center of LN and maximizing the nonlinear modal
overlap.
We use Lumerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) sol-

utions to simulate the resonant FH and SH modes of the micro-
cavity, in which step mesh sizes are set to 10 nm in the x axis and
25 nm in the y and z axes for obtaining sufficiently fine and
accurate field distributions. A dipole with y polarization is put
in the center of the LN layer to calculate spectra and Q values.
A single three-dimensional simulation with such fine meshes
requires tens of gigabytes for memory and a day or two for com-
puting when the number of DBR pairs increases tomore than 10.
Choosing Lair = 0.96 μm that supports double resonance,
Fig. 2(d) shows the spectra of the resonant FH and SH modes
with central wavelengths of 1311.51 nm and 655.87 nm, respec-
tively. The FOM is calculated to be 0.0175% based on Eq. (2),
ensuring the spectrum overlap between FH and SH modes.
Their optical field distributions just after entering the fiber
are presented in the inset of Fig. 2(d), indicating high in-
coupling of the FH field and out-coupling of the SH field.
The deviation from the Gaussian shape in the SH field can be
attributed to the fact that the optical fiber supports higher-order
modes at SH wavelengths.

4. Calculations of Nonlinear Modal Overlap and
Q-Factors

We characterize the conversion efficiency of SHG by consider-
ing a realistic experimental realization that the FH wave couples
in the microcavity from the optical fiber, while the SHG couples
out reversely. In the undepleted regime, the conversion effi-
ciency of SHG normalized to the pump power in the absence
of non-radiative losses, i.e., the unit is W−1, can be written
as[41,42]

η =
PSH

P2
FH

=
8

ωFH

�
d33������������
ε0λFH

p
�
2
jβj2Q2

r FHQr SHr2c FHrc SH, (3)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space; rc FH and rc SH are cou-
pling efficiencies for the FH and SH modes without considering
the FASH reflection, which are determined by the modal match-
ing between optical fields on the top FASH mirror and the opti-
cal fiber; Qr FH and Qr SH refer to the loaded Q-factors for the
FH and SH waves, respectively.

Fig. 2. Microcavity optimization for double resonance. (a), (b) The reflectivity
of the two FASH mirrors at FH and SH wavelength, respectively; (c) effects of
the changes of SiN thickness on the SH mode wavelength when the FH wave-
length is fixed based on the tunability of open cavity; (d) the spectrum of FH
and SH modes for Lair= 0.96 μm. The inset shows the field distributions of the
output FH and SH modes just after entering the fiber.
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Figure 3(a) shows the electric field distributions inside the
microcavity for both the FH and SH modes for Lair = 0.96 μm,
which are obtained by adding a filter to remove the information
of the source. The electric field distributions of the two modes in
the LN layer show an awfully high degree of overlap through the
front and vertical views. The reason why the optical field at the
boundary of the bottom FASH mirror is neither the antinode
nor the node is the reflection phase of the FASH mirror not
being an integral multiple of π. The reflection phase introduces
an additional phase shift that aids in the double resonance, as
Eq. (1) indicated. The mode volumes of FH and SH modes
are calculated to be about 4.5�λFH=n�3 and 13�λSH=n�3, respec-
tively. The mode patterns in Fig. 3(a) can be used to calculate the
nonlinear overlap factor β that is used to characterize the non-
linear conversion efficiencies independent of χ�2� values and the
FH power, which is defined as[43]

β =
λ3=2FH

R
drε̄�r�E2

x FHE
�
x SH�R

drεFH�r�jEFHj2
��R

drεSH�r�jESHj2
�
1=2

, �4�

where ε̄�r� is defined to be one in the χ�2� medium and zero out-
side. Large β in the microcavity can lead to high SHG based on

Eq. (3). In Fig. 3(b), we plot the radiativeQ-factors of the FH and
SH modes as functions of N top with Nbottom = 20. As expected,
Qr FH andQr SH increase withN top. Most remarkably,Qr SH can
reach 2.27 × 105 for N top = 14, in spite of Qr FH = 2.33 × 104.
Figure 3(c) shows the two important qualities for nonlinear
SHG: the product of Q2

r FHQr SH and β. β can nearly reach up
to 2 × 10−3 according to Eq. (5). Besides, the field distribution
in the FP cavity is stable, and thus the β factor does not decline
with the increase of Qr , which enables increasing N top to further
improve the efficiency (see details in Table 1). The Gaussian
shape in the y–z plane reveals the compelling advantage of flex-
ible in- and out-coupling of the optical field, which are calcu-
lated to be about 70% for both rc−FH and rc−SH. Clearly, the
large coupling efficiency, nonlinear modal overlap, andQ-factor
lead to highly efficient SHG. The conversion efficiency exceeds
0.01%/W in the general case for N top = 7 and goes beyond
3000%/W for N top = 14, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

5. Robust and Tunable Double Resonance

In order to analyze the tunable and robust properties of the
microcavity, we rewrite Eq. (1) as

�
kFHLair � bFH = λFH
kSHLair � bSH = λSH

, �5�

in which the parameters are defined as the following:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

kFH = 4πnair
2πmFH−φtop,FH−φbottom,FH

kSH = 4πnair
2πmSH−φtop,SH−φbottom,SH

bFH =
4π�nSiO2, FHHSiO2

�nSiN,FHHSiN�nLN,FHHLN�
2πmFH−φtop,FH−φbottom,FH

bSH =
4π�nSiO2, SHHSiO2

�nSiN,SHHSiN�nLN,SHHLN�
2πmSH−φtop,SH−φbottom,SH

: �6�

The induced SiN and LN layers make the frequency-matching
condition equivalent tomSH = 2 ×mFH � 2, directly revealed by
Fig. 3(a). We plot the shifts of the FH and SH resonances by
sweeping the L around 7 μm in Fig. 4(a) based on Eq. (5).
The values kFH and bFH can be extracted from the slope and
intercept of the blue line, while kSH and bSH are from the red line.

Fig. 3. (a) Electric field profile in front view and vertical view of the FH and SH
modes; (b) loaded Q-factors of the FH mode and SH mode as functions of Ntop;
(c) relationship between Qr_FH

2 Qr_SH and β with different number of Ntop;
(d) SHG conversion efficiency as a function of Ntop.

Table 1. Main Parameters of the Fiber-Based Open Cavities with Lair = 1.94 μm.

Ntop Qr_FH Qr_SH VFH (λ/n)3 VSH (λ/n)3 β rc_FH rc_SH η (W−1)

5 210 860 4.75 13.21 0.00188 0.705 0.691 9.78 × 10−4%

7 596 3285 4.42 12.89 0.00193 0.733 0.735 3.64 × 10−2%

10 3888 26,982 4.38 12.80 0.00194 0.729 0.735 12.80%

12 10,902 92,041 4.38 12.79 0.00194 0.715 0.725 325.60%

14 23,312 226,908 4.38 12.79 0.00194 0.671 0.674 3006.60%
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Clearly, kFH and kSH show sensitivities of resonance wavelengths
to the cavity deviation. At a small cavity length, e.g., L=
7.09 μm, the resonance λSH = 1300.47 nm is 2.4 nm smaller than
twice that of the resonance λSH = 651.44 nm. However, because
the shift rate of kFH is larger than 2 × kSH, the critical frequency

matching is achieved by increasing L, i.e., L = 7.17 μm, corre-
sponding to λFH ≈ 1310 nm and λSH ≈ 655 nm. In order to
numerically characterize the robustness, we define the matching
bandwidth ofΔλm referring to the tunable FH wavelength range
versus the cavity lengths when the center wavelength of the SH
spectra keeps inside the half-maximum of the FH spectra.
Clearly, the robustness to the cavity length depends on the
Q-factor and the smaller value of kFH − 2 × kSH. As a demon-
stration, we choose N top = 7 to get a smaller Qr FH = 600, cor-
responding to a resonant bandwidth up to 2 nm. According
to Eq. (5), kFH and kSH will become closer for larger cavity length,
resulting in a large matching bandwidth for double resonance,
supported by the simulated results in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, a
longer cavity is more robust to cavity length deviation. It should
be noted that the longitudinal mode indexes mFH and mSH

increase linearly with the cavity length. With a larger cavity
length such as 33.37 μm, more than one cavity mode can satisfy
double resonance, as shown in Fig. 4(c), which further broadens
the operating wavelength for the microcavity. However, precise
re-alignment of FH and SH resonance at other wavelengths in
Fig. 4(c) requires additional material dispersion based on
Eqs. (5) and (6), which can be realized by changing the thickness
of the SiN layer along with L. The mature chemical vapor dep-
osition technique used for depositing the SiN layer enables con-
venient control over its thickness during the fabrication process.
As shown in Fig. 4(d), the double resonance can be tuned from
λFH = 1300 nm to 1320 nm, corresponding to λSH = 650 nm to
660 nm, via thickness variation of about 20 nm for the SiN layer
and total cavity length variation of about 130 nm. These robust

Fig. 4. (a) Center wavelength corresponding to the two resonant modes when
the cavity length is continuously adjusted; (b) the matching bandwidthΔλm as
a function of the longitudinal mode index m; (c) spectrum with 33.37 μm cavity
length; (d) for different thicknesses of SiN, the corresponding wavelength
achieving alignment between FH and SH waves by changing the cavity
length.

Table 2. Different Structures of Double Resonances.

Ref. Structure β Qr_FH/Qr_SH λSH (nm) Processing Difficulty Coupling Approach

[14]a AlGaAs/Al2O3 micropillar 0.018 5000/1000 Single, 750 Challenging (irregular) Free space

[15]b LN WGM resonator 0.00001 3.4 × 107/− Single, 532 Etching Free space

[44]a AlGaAs nanoring 0.004 104/>106 Single, 775 Etching Waveguide

[43]a AlGaAs PhC 0.01 3.6 × 104/1100 Single, 775 Challenging (etching,
careful optimization)

Free space

Al0.3Ga0.7As PhC 0.0035 1.1 × 105/400 Single, 775 Free space

[41]a GaN PhC ∼0.005 105/104 Single, 650 Etching Free space

[37]a ZnO PhC 0.001 3 × 105/2.95 × 106 Single, 376 Etching Free space

[45]a GaAs PhC nanobeam 0.00021 106/4000 Single, 910 Etching Free space

0.00012 6 × 104/4000 Single, 910 Etching Free space

[33]b MoS2 FP cavity – 77/46 Single, 462 No etching Free space

Our worka LN FP open cavity (short length) 0.002 2.33 × 104/2.27 × 105 Single, 655 No etching Fiber

LN FP open cavity (long length) 0.0001 600/3300 Tunable, 652-660 No etching Fiber

aCalculation results.
bExperimental results.
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and tunable properties provide a flexible way to construct a dou-
bly resonant microcavity working at different wavelengths and
support a pulsed FH beam to excite the SHG signal for further
increasing the efficiency.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have numerically and theoretically studied a
simple but promising approach to achieving doubly resonant
SHG via a high-Q fiber-based tunable FP microcavity combined
with different thin films to achieve large nonlinear modal over-
lap and frequency matching. The conversion efficiency of SHG
up to 3000%W−1 is obtained for high-reflectivity FASHmirrors
and smaller modal volume, while widely tunable and robust
double resonance is achieved by increasing the cavity length
along with changing the SiN thickness. By comparison, the
designed microcavity possesses the efficiency of SHG 109 times
the reported result of 1.68 × 10−6%W−1 in the FP cavity[33] and
provides wide tunability for the cavity operating wavelength rel-
ative to all other resonant schemes (see details in Table 2). Since
no etching process is required to fabricate micro structures on
the LN and SiN layers, and they exhibit minimal absorption loss
at the designed wavelength, the main factors that can potentially
degrade the conversion efficiency in a practical device are the
FASH mirrors and the nonlinear modal overlap factor. On
one hand, it is challenging to fabricate the FASH mirrors that
provide high reflectivity for both the FH and SHwaves, resulting
in a smallerQ-factor. On the other hand, any thickness deviation
in the LN and SiN layers can impact the nonlinearmodal overlap
in the LN layer and lead to a decrease in the conversion effi-
ciency. This easily constructed microcavity will promote the
practical realization of second-order nonlinear processes with
unprecedented conversion efficiency and large tunability for
the generation of tunable laser sources and high-quality quan-
tum sources. Moreover, by substituting the nonlinear layer with
materials featuring two-level or three-level systems, and strategi-
cally tailoring the multiple resonances to coincide with excita-
tion and emission spectra, a promising avenue emerges for
the realization of highly efficient solid-state single-photon
sources, nonlinear optical parametric polaritons, or microlas-
ers[46-50]. This approach holds the potential to enhance the
performance and functionality of such devices in solid-state
systems.
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